Abstract: Software design flaws account for 50% software security vulnerability today. As attacks on vulnerable software continue to increase, the demand for secure software is also increasing thereby putting software developers under more pressure. This is especially true for those developers whose primary aim is to produce their software quickly under tight deadlines in order to release it into the market early. While there are many tools focusing on implementation problems during software development lifecycle (SDLC), this does not provide a complete solution in resolving software security problems. Therefore designing software with security in mind will go a long way in developing secure software. In this paper some of the current approaches used in integrating security at the design level of SDLC are discussed briefly and a new method of evaluating software design using neural network is presented. With the aid of the proposed neural network tool, this research found out that software design scenarios can be matched to attack patterns that identify the security flaws in the design scenarios. The result of performance of the neural network is presented in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software security flaws have been attributed to defects unintentionally introduced during SDLC especially during the design and the implementation phase. Therefore, it is now an on-going challenge for the software industries to look into ways through which software defects can be reduced during SDLC in order to produce more secured software. In view of this, Martyn Thomas, Professor of Software Engineering at Oxford University commented that "the only way to reduce costs and to keep projects within plans is to dramatically reduce the error rate at every stage in the development." By doing this he said that "the product is not only cheaper, but higher quality: more secure, more reliable, and easier to maintain." [5] In meeting this challenge, Software security has been suggested as a way for building more secured software by integrating security into every phase of SDLC. One of the critical areas in this approach is the area of software design and security which proactively deals with attacking security problems at the design phase of SDLC. Reportedly, 50% of security problems in software products today have been found to be design flaws [17] . Design-level vulnerability has been described as the hardest category of software defect to contend with. Moreover, it requires great expertise to ascertain whether or not a software application has design-level flaws which makes it difficult to find and automate [9] . Therefore, taking security into consideration at the design phase of SDLC will help greatly in producing secured software applications.
Currently, there are many advancements in the tools for integrating security at the implementation phase of SDLC, however, this is still lacking at the design phase. Neural Networks has been one of the technologies used during software implementation and testing phase of SDLC for software defect detection in order to intensify software reliability and it has also been used in area of application security and network security in technologies such as cryptography and intrusion detection systems (IDS). This research is taking a further step into investigating how neural networks can be used as a tool to evaluate the security of software design at the design phase of SDLC.
II. RELATED WORKS
In order to integrate security into software design, different approaches are currently being used in the software industry. Some these approaches are discussed below.
Architectural risk analysis is used to identify vulnerabilities and threats at the design phase of SDLC which may be malicious or non-malicious in nature due to a software system. It examines the preconditions that must be present for the vulnerabilities to be exploited by various threats and assess the states the system may enter after a successful attack on the system. One of the advantages of architectural risk analysis is that it enables developers to analyse software system from its component level to its environmental level in order to evaluate the vulnerabilities, threats and impacts at each level [17] .
In a different approach, Kim T. et.al [12] introduced the notion of dynamic software architecture slicing (DSAS) through which software architecture can be analysed. "A dynamic software architecture slice represents the run-time behaviour of those parts of the software architecture that are selected according to a particular slicing criterion such as a set of resources and events" [12] DSAS is used to decompose software architecture based on a slicing criterion. "A slicing criterion provides the basic information such as the initial values and conditions for the ADL executable, an event to be observed, and occurrence counter of the event" [12] Threat modelling is another important activity carried out at the design phase to describe threats to the software application in order to provide a more accurate sense of its security [1] . Threat modelling is a technique that can be used to identify vulnerabilities, threats, attacks and countermeasures which could influence a software system [18] . This allows for the anticipation of attacks by understanding how a malicious attacker chooses targets, locates entry points and conducts attacks [24] . Threat modelling addresses threats that have the ability to cause maximum damage to a software application.
Attack trees is another approach used to characterize system security by modelling the decision making process of attackers. In this technique, attack against a system is represented in a tree structure in which the root of the tree represents the goal of an attacker. The nodes in the tree represent the different types of actions the attacker can take to accomplish his goal on the software system or outside the software system which may be in the form of bribe or threat [6] , [23] . "Attack trees are used for risk analysis, to answer questions about the system's security, to capture security knowledge in a reusable way, and to design, implement, and test countermeasures to attacks" [24] .
Attack nets is a similar approach which include "places" analogous to the nodes in an attack tree to indicate the state of an attack. Events required to move from one place to the other are captured in the transitions and arcs connecting places and transitions indicate the path an attacker takes. Therefore just as attack trees, attack nets also show possible attack scenarios to a software system and they are used for vulnerability assessment in software designs [6] .
Another related approach is the vulnerability tree which is a hierarchy tree constructed based on how one vulnerability relates to another and the steps an attacker has to take to reach the top of the tree [23] . Vulnerability trees also help in the analysis of different possible attack scenarios that an attacker can undertake to exploit a vulnerability.
Mouratidis and Giorgini [19] also propose a scenario based approach called Security Attack Testing (SAT) for testing the security of a software system during design time. To achieve this, two sets of scenarios (dependency and security attack) are identified and constructed. Security test cases are then defined from the scenarios to test the software design against potential attacks to the software system. Essentially SAT is used to identify the goals and intention of possible attackers based on possible attack scenarios to the system. Software engineers are able to evaluate their software design when the attack scenarios identified are applied to investigate how the system developed will behave when under such attacks. From this, software engineers better understand how the system can be attacked and also why an attacker may want to attack the system. Armed with this knowledge, necessary steps can be taken to secure the software with capabilities that will help in mitigating such attacks.
Howe [10] also argues that the industry needs to invest in solutions that apply formal methods in analyzing software specification and design in order to reduce the number of defects before implementation starts. "Formal methods are mathematically based techniques for the specification development and verification of software and hardware systems" [7] Recent advances in formal methods have also made verification of memory safety of concurrent systems possible [7] . As a result, formal methods are being used to detect design errors relating to concurrency [10] . A software development process incorporating formal methods into the overall process of early verification and defects removal through all SDLC is Correct by Construction (CbyC) [24] . CbyC has proved to be very cost effective in developing software because errors are eliminated early during SDLC or not introduced in the first place. This subsequently reduces the amount of rework that would be needed later during software development
III. LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT APPROACHES
It would be noticed that there is need for security expert to be involved during SDLC for all the current approaches used to develop secure software application that were discussed in section two. For instance, conducting architectural risk analysis requires the involvement of security experts who will help in identifying the threats to the software technology, review the software for any security issues, investigate how easy it is to compromise the software's security, analyse the impact on assets and business goals should the security of the software be compromised and recommend mitigating measures to either eliminate the risk identified or reduce it to a minimum.
The need for security experts arises because there is an existing gap between security professionals and software developers. The disconnection between this two has led to software development efforts lacking critical understanding of current technical security risks [22] . And as the environment in which software are deployed becomes more hostile, ignoring security during SDLC means releasing software with many security defects that could have been avoided. Also, while software engineers are able to examine the behaviour of parts of their software architecture during run time using the DSAS approach, the trade-off is that it requires the software to be implemented first. The events examined to compute the architecture slice dynamically are generated when the Forward Dynamic Slicer executes the ADL executable. This is a drawback because fixing the vulnerability after implementation can be more costly [6] .
Model checkers in combination with strict formal modelling languages have been used to automate the verification process of software requirements and design [21] . Development processes like CbyC discussed earlier which uses formal methods benefit greatly by using model checkers to analyse the software design for consistency and accuracy. However, many software development organizations have been reluctant in using formal methods because they are not used to its rigorous mathematical approach in resolving security issues in software design. Model checkers also come with their own modelling language which makes no provision for automatically translating informal requirements to this language. Therefore, the translation has to be done manually and it may be difficult to check whether the model represent the target system [21] IV. RELATED SECURITY SOLUTIONS BY NEURAL NETWORKS Previous researches have shown various ways in which neural network has been used in the area of security. Neural network based applications has been used successfully in the area of network security as intrusion detection systems misuse detection systems and firewalls [2] . Also in the field of application security, neural network has been proposed to be used as virus detection system [4] . It would be noticed however, that these neural network based applications can only provide a form security after software deployment.
A more related work to this research in which neural network used during software development is in the area of software quality assurance. Through this approach, quality assurance engineers find out defects in the software quality by carrying out various tests to find out whether the software application is vulnerable to different kinds of attacks such as denial of services and buffer overflow attacks and performs within acceptable level of risk. Software reliability which is an aspect of software quality measures the 'probability of failure-free software operation for specified period of time in a specified environment' [14] [20] .
Neural Network has been used in this area for predicting the reliability of a software application by using the failure history of the software as their raw data to develop their own internal model of the failure process to predict the total number of faults to be detected at the end of a future test session of the software [15] . Similarly, Tamura, Yamada, and Kimura [26] , having noted the difficulty of assessing software reliability due to the increase in software complexity especially in a distributed environment proposed a software reliability assessment method based on a neural network model that takes into consideration the interactions of software components in the distributed environment. This method was compared to other software reliability growth models (SRGMs) using real software fault data to conduct a goodness of fit comparison and the result showed that this method gave the best fit to the data. Owing to the positive performance of neural networks in this area, it has been suggested as an alternative in modelling software reliability data [8] .
However, up till now no research has been done on the use of neural network as a tool for evaluating software design for security flaws in the design. The success of neural network in its usage in the various applications discussed above and its ability makes it a good candidate for predicting security flaws from software design. This is the knowledge gap that this study seeks to address by proposing a novel approach in which software developers with the aid of neural networks can evaluate their software design for security flaws thereby helping them to integrate security into the software application during the early stages of SDLC.
V. RESEARCH APPROACH
In an effort to determine how neural networks can be applied to evaluate software design for security flaws, data was abstracted from different software attack scenarios. Using the regular expressed attack patterns proposed by Williams and Gegick [6] , the actors and software components in each attack pattern are identified. To generate the attack scenarios linking the software components and actors identified in the attack pattern, online vulnerability databases were used to identify attack scenarios corresponding to the attack pattern. Data of attack scenarios from online vulnerability databases such as CVE Details, Security Tracker, Secunia, Security Focus and The Open Source Vulnerability Database were used in this research.
A total of 715 attack scenarios from the online vulnerability databases relating to 51 of Williams and Gegick's regular expressed attack patterns were analysed. 260 of the attack scenarios were unique in terms of their impact, mode of attack, software component and actors involved in the attack. The remaining 455 attack scenarios are a repetition of the same type of exploit in different applications that has been reported in the vulnerability database. The attacks were analysed to identify the actors, goals and resources under attack. Once these have been identified the attack attributes below were used to abstract the data capturing the attack scenario in the exploit for training the neural network. The attack attributes includes the following. 
A. The Neural Network Architecture
A three-layered feed-forward back-propagation neural network is used to evaluate scenarios from software designs and identify possible attacks in the design. The back-propagation neural network is a well-known type of neural network commonly used in pattern recognition problems [25] . A back-propagation network has been used in this research because of its simplicity and reasonable speed. The architecture of the neural network consists of the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. Each of the hidden nodes and output nodes apply a tan-sigmoid transfer function (2/(1+exp(-2*n))-1) to the various connection weights. The weights and parameters are computed by calculating the error between the actual and expected output data of the neural network when the training data is presented to it. The error is then used to modify the weights and parameters to enable the neural network to a have better chance of giving a correct output when it is next presented with same input.
B. Data Encoding
The training data samples each consist of 12 input units for the neural network. This corresponds to the values of the attributes abstracted from the attack scenarios. The training data was generated from the attack scenarios using the attributes. For instance training data for the attack on webmail was generated by looking at the online vulnerability databases (like the CVE details database above) to get its details on the attributes we are interested in. This attack corresponds to regularly expressed attack pattern 3. This attack pattern is:
(User)(HTTPServer)(GetMethod) (GetMethodBufferWrite) (Buffer) In this example, the data generated from the attack scenario using the attribute list is shown in Table I . Using the corresponding values for the attributes; the data is then encoded as shown in the Table II . The second stage of the data processing involves converting the encoded data into ASCII comma delimited format which can be used to train the neural network as shown below 0, 1, 9, 39, 5, 2, 6, 0, 0, 2, 2, 3, 0 Finally, the data is loaded in the neural network for training. The data for the expected output of the neural network are derived from the attack pattern which is to be identified in each of the attack scenarios. Each of the attack patterns is given a unique ID which the neural network is expected to produce as an output for each of the input data samples. The output data sample consists of output units corresponding to the attack pattern IDs. For instance, the above sample data on Webmail attack which corresponds to regularly expressed attack pattern 3, the neural network is trained to identify the expected attack pattern as 3 using the following output data 
C. The Neural Network training
To train the neural network the training data set is divided into two sets. The first set of data is the training data sets (260 samples) that were presented to the neural network during training. The second set (51 Samples) is the data that were used to test the performance of the neural network after it had been trained. At the initial stage of the training, it was discovered that the neural network had too many categories to classify the input data into (i.e. 51 categories) because the neural network was not able to converge. To overcome the problem, the training data was further divided into two sets. The first set contained 143 samples and the second set contained 117 samples. These were then used for training two neural networks. Mat lab Neural Network tool box is used to perform the training. The training performance is measured by Mean Squared Error (MSE) and the training stops when the generalization stops improving or when the 1000th iteration is reached.
D. The Result
It took the system about one minute to complete the training for each the back-propagation neural network. For the first neural network, the training stopped when the MSE of 0.0016138 was reached at the 26th iteration. The training of the second neural network stopped when the MSE of 0.00012841 was reached at the 435 th iteration. To test the performance of the network, the second data sets were used to test the neural network. The actual and expected outputs are compared in the Table IV . It can be seen from the table that the trained neural network gave an output as close as possible to the expected output. The instances in which the neural network gave a different output from the expected output when testing the network includes tests for attack patterns 10, 35, 39, 40 and 52. While investigating the reason for this, it was seen that the data collected for these attack patterns were not much. With more data on these attack patterns for training the neural network, it is expected that the network will give a better performance. During the analysis of the results from the neural networks, it was found that the first neural network had 96.51% accurate results while the second neural network had 92% accuracy. The accuracy for both neural networks had an average of 94.1%. This subsequently shows that the neural networks may not correctly identify attack patterns presented to it all the time. However, given the accuracy of the neural networks, it shows that neural networks can be used to evaluate software from its design.
VI. FUTURE WORK
The regularly expressed attack pattern used in training the neural network is a generic classification of attack patterns. Therefore, any unknown attack introduced to the neural network will be classified to the closet regularly expressed attack pattern. However, the success of the neural network in evaluating software design for security flaws largely depends on the input data capturing the attributes of the software design introduced to it. As this requires a human endeavour, further work is required in this area to ensure that correct input data is retrieved for evaluation. In addition, the neural network needs to be thoroughly tested before it can gain acceptance as a tool for evaluating software design for security flaws.
To further improve the performance of the neural network system as a tool for evaluating software design, we are currently looking into the possibility of the system suggesting solutions that can help to prevent the identified attacks. Current research on solutions to software design security flaws gives a good insight in this area. Suggested solutions such as the use security patterns [11] and introduction of security capabilities into design in the SAT approach [19] are currently investigated.
VII. CONCLUSION
Previous research works have shown that the cost of fixing security flaws in software applications when they are deployed is 4-8 times more than when they are discovered early in the SDLC and fixed [27] . Therefore, integrating security into a software design will help tremendously in saving time and money during software development and when the software is deployed. For instance, it is less expensive and less disruptive to discover design-level vulnerabilities during the design, than during implementation or testing, forcing a costly redesign of pieces of the application [3] .
Therefore, the success of this research in using neural networks to evaluate software design for security flaws will consolidate the efforts of software designers evaluating their software as they identify areas of security weakness in their software design. This will enhance the development of secured software applications in the software industry especially as software designers often lack the required security expertise. Thus, neural networks given the right information for their training will also contribute in equipping software developers to develop software more securely especially in the area of software design.
